
 
 
 

ZOPA LAUNCHES ‘SAFEGUARD’ FOR SAVERS, AS THE TOTAL LENT HITS 
RECORD £300m  

 
Leading peer-to-peer lending company gets Britain’s money moving with new 

product as it breaks lending milestone 
 
London, UK 1 May 2013 – Zopa today announced its new Safeguard tool to reward British 

savers, frustrated by low savings rates, with a better financial deal. UK savers will benefit 

from the new Zopa Safeguard which enables them to simply and safely earn market-leading 

returns of 5%.  

 

Zopa hit a record £300m lent to UK consumers through its peer-to-peer lending platform of 

which, over £100m was lent in the last 12 months with this total growing daily. From the 

loans that have been approved since Zopa launched in May 2005, 45% of borrowers have 

been able to purchase a new car, 21% have been able to undertake home improvements 

and even 2% can cover their wedding expenses. 

 

Zopa savers cut out banks and building societies and earn 5% on their savings by lending 

their money directly to other responsible people. Despite Zopa’s default rate being 

extremely low (0.8% on all money lent since launch), the Zopa Safeguard is now available to 

make up all the money owed from a borrower, including the interest, in the rare instance 

that they are unable to pay back their loan. 

 

By rewarding people who are good with money, Zopa provides leading market rates for 

savers and borrowers. The new Zopa Safeguard tool will reassure savers that their money is 

protected and earning great returns. 

 

Giles Andrews, CEO of Zopa said, “Zopa has lent over £300 million directly to UK consumers 

and has been rewarding customers that are good with their money by delivering great rates 

for the past eight years.  With the launch of the Zopa Safeguard we are going even further to 

ensure savers get secure and market leading rates of over 5%. We have already seen a 200% 

uplift in savers signing up to Zopa in 2013 and with the financial sector experiencing a 

http://www.zopa.com/


 
challenging time, this signals an exciting  opportunity for us and future for the peer-to-peer 

industry.” 

 

As the market leader in this sector, Zopa is spearheading the consumer choice that bypasses 

traditional financial institutions and provides a higher reward for being good with money. 

Adding Safeguard enables Zopa to further reward its customers and make the activity of 

lending-to-save more appealing and secure. 

  
 

- Ends – 
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About Zopa 
Zopa rewards savers and borrowers who are good with their money by providing better rates than 
other financial institutions. Zopa’s peer-to-peer lending bypasses banks and their high charges, to 
deliver better rates directly to both borrowers and savers.  Zopa's charges are low, simple and 
transparent and it does not charge borrowers for repaying loans early. Since Zopa was founded in 
2005 it has arranged more than £300 million in peer-to-peer loans and has been voted ‘Most Trusted 
Personal Loan Provider’ in the Moneywise Customer Awards for the past three years. Zopa is the 
number one peer-to-peer finance company in the UK and a founding member of the Peer-to-Peer 
Finance Association. 
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